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Minister’s Message
Ten Things They Never Told Me About Jesus
As we gather back this fall, after a summer of both rest and relaxation, on the one hand, and
challenges and changes, on the other hand, we’re in the middle of the new Season of Creation, and
thinking about how to reconnect with the Christian story in a way that’s freshly relevant to the care of
the world of nature around us – and within! We might learn new things, for instance, about aspects
of how the world works, or what we’re doing to the environment around us, that shock or sadden us –
but of course we shouldn’t stop there! We are called to respond to the great challenges of the time
with faith, which is understood to be a basic trust in the Divine’s holy and sacred purpose and plan for
us.
As part of a tongue-in-cheek way to get at how we may be called by God this fall to learn new things,
I’m going to share with you a top ten list about the things people don’t know about Jesus. Not many
people know that Jesus:
1.Was left-handed;
2.Had lost most of his teeth before he began his ministry;
3.Smoked a type of cigar made from a desert plant called pteugia;
4.Suffered from asthma;
5.Had a childhood romance with the daughter of an Egyptian prince;
6.Shared the same blood group as Judas Iscariot;
7.Cured Pontius Pilate’s wife of bulimia;
8.Spoke fluent Latin;
9.Based the Good Samaritan parable on his experience of being mugged;
10.Sang tenor (of course!) in his local synagogue choir.
The reason people don’t know these things about Jesus is because none of them is true! Even so, the
church through the ages, in its understanding of Jesus, has suffered from three disorders:
1. There has been an imbalanced representation of Jesus through the ages, in worship and in art, as
divine and therefore as a primarily passive human vessel of God’s using, from a baby in arms to
being crucified on a cross.
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LOOKING AT THE WEEKS AHEAD
·

Sunday, September 22

- Season of Creation 3

·
·
·
·

Sunday, September 29

- Season of Creation 4

Sunday, October 6

- Worldwide Communion - COMMUNION

Tuesday, October 8

- South West Presbytery Intercultural Ministry Team - Room 15

Sunday, October 13

- Thanksgiving Sunday / World Food Sunday

·

Sunday, October 20

- Peace Sunday / Outreach Sunday

·

Friday, October 25

- Movie Night - Room 15, 7:00 p.m. - The Secret Life of Bees

·

Sunday, October 27

- Reformation / All Saints Sunday / COMMUNION
Semi-annual Congregational Meeting following Worship Service

·

Sunday, November 3

- 24th after Pentecost

·

Saturday, November 9

- Oktoberfest in November with Twin City Alpine Echo Band - 8:00 p.m.

·

Sunday, November 10

- Remembrance Sunday

·

Friday, November 15

- Movie Night - Room 15, 7:00 p.m.

·
·

Sunday, November 17

- 26th after Pentecost / Children’s Sunday / Intergenerational

Sunday, November 24

- Reign of Christ—COMMUNION

Worship Services at 10:30 a.m.
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THE LUNCH BUNCH
nd

On Sunday June 2 , after coffee time, 26
Bloordale folk went to The Montreal Deli and
Family
Restaurant,
on
Dundas
Street
in
Mississauga for our last ‘Lunch Bunch’ lunch
before the summer.
We sat at one full row of banquet seats, plus
another table of eight. Of the meals, 14 ordered
deli sandwiches (which is what The Montreal Deli
is most famous for), 6 ordered breakfasts, 4
ordered sandwiches. One person ordered pizza
and one ordered dinner.
All had a fabulous time, eating, drinking, and
talking. Julia took pictures on her smart phone,
some of which we will be publishing.
Our first lunch of the current season is slated for
October 20th after coffee time, at St. James Gate
Irish Pub at 5140 Dundas Street West (just west
of Kipling) (the former Miller’s Restaurant). We sit
as a group, order from the regular menu, and pay
individually at the end. Advance notice to us is
preferred, but last minute eaters are always
welcome. For questions or to sign on, please call
Gord Moore – 289-232-4389 or Julia Stavreff –
416-622-6309.
Car pooling is available.
__________________________________

CENTRE FLOOR RENOVATION

FOR

SANCTUARY

Sanctuary Dreams had presented a proposal in
October 2011, to remove the raised platform in
the centre of the sanctuary, to remove the
carpeting in the area, and to re-finish the floor,
leaving a flat polished concrete finish. This was
for safety; (someone may stumble and fall on the
step of the platform), and for greater flexibility re
the choir, the piano and other sanctuary
performances.
At that time, the cost was estimated to be
approximately $5,000.

FUNDS RECEIVED FROM TORONTO CONFERENCE
PROPERTY RENOVATION FUND
Last April, Bloordale United Church made two
applications to the Toronto Conference Property
Renovation Fund for two accessibility projects at
Bloordale. Funding to a maximum of $5,000 per
congregation
was
available
for
applicable
accessibility related projects.
We received $2,500 for the already complete
chancel renovation on the basis that the
renovation was in part to remove tripping hazards
and to enable disabled access to the pulpit area.
This allows
people with mobility impairments to
__________________________________
participate fully in church services, (i.e. scripture
readings,
prayer
leadership
and
choir
participation).
Bloordale was short $2,500 in funding for the
chancel renovation, and some members were
prepared to contribute to make up this short fall if
necessary, but we were waiting to see if we could
get the external funding first.
Our second application was for funding to install
an automatic door opener for entry into the
sanctuary by people with mobility impairments.
This was recommended to Council by Gord Moore,
our Accessibility Liaison Person.
Funding of
$2,500 was received for this project from Toronto
Conference, and the door opener was installed
September 5, 2013. Our own UCW had been
prepared to fund this project, but Toronto
Conference provided funds instead.
UCW is
contributing the few hundred dollars needed in
excess of the $2,500 grant.
Much thanks to Toronto Conference for these
funds.
Now, both UCW and congregational
members are able to provide funding to other
worthy Bloordale projects.
__________________________________

This proposal was generally well received by the
congregation; if funds were forth-coming, a vote
would be taken for this change.

Consider a Planned Gift to Bloordale
United Church

More recently, several people have indicated a
preference for a wooden floor in that area, to
match our new chancel. A price quote will be
obtained soon, for presentation at our semiannual meeting on October 27th, 2013. $500 has
been donated specifically for this project to date.
If anyone wishes to donate towards this specific
project, please do so.

A planned gift to Bloordale through your estate
plan is a way of saying I care about my church
and its future. It is a way of saying how much
you appreciate the personal, family programs
and religious and psychological benefits you
derive from your church and the congregation

Julia Stavreff

A message from your Planned Gift Fund
Committee
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2. There has been undue attention paid to the
view of Jesus as seen through the eyes of
Paul, almost as if the former, Jesus, were a
minor prophet and the latter, the Messiah.
This has led to a lack of attention to what
Jesus actually said and taught versus what
Paul said and taught about him, and there’s
far more in Paul’s writing about the beginning
and end of Jesus’ life, his birth and
resurrection, then there is about his ministry,
his
faith
development,
his
prophetic
teachings.
3. There has been a distortion in the church’s
teaching in favour of what some call the post
-Easter Christ, as opposed to the pre-Easter
Jesus, and the result is that we are more
likely to think that Jesus walked on water or
six feet above contradiction, ie. above the
fray of everyday human life, as a kind of
general dispenser of spiritual wisdom, than
we are inclined to think of Jesus as a real
flesh and blood human being who had foods
he liked and disliked, suffered the occasional
indigestion, or stubbed his toes on ancient
rocks now and then and bled like we bleed.
Would it be possible to learn about Jesus in such a
way this fall that we overcame these mistaken
distortions and therefore had a much better idea
about how his teachings, his life, his passion for
truth and justice, his compassion, are completely
relevant to our contemporary lives? Would it be
possible that we can turn our image of Jesus
around, from being a kind of holy, admirable,
distant ancient to a truly transformative and even
revolutionary contemporary whose thoughts and
actions may be just what we need to handle,
collectively, the various monumental challenges
which face us, from the human engineered
environmental demise of the planet to the
economic mis-distribution of resources that leaves
a gaping cavern between the haves and the have
nots?
If you care about learning about this Jesus, then
join us regularly for worship and begin to ask
yourself, and us, the pertinent questions that will
lead to meaningful discussions about our vision
and direction, our ministry programs, our
stewardship of the gifts of land and resources that
have been given us, so that we can align
ourselves as followers and disciples of Jesus with
what he would have us do in the here and now of
our time and times.

And keep an eye out for where we’re already
fostering such discussions, including in the Yaks
with Mervin, in the Faith Questions 101 Seminars,
in the Connecting With the Community project, or
in the Property Options Task Group, all of which
are outlined in this Bloorbeat. Your Council needs
all hands on deck to help coordinate these
conversations and translate them into good
decisions about our future directions, and may be
inviting folks to a Congregational Retreat to
finalize plans. Who knows: maybe we’ll come up
with our own top ten list of things we think Jesus
wants us to do together, both this year and in the
years to come!
See you in church, and beyond!
Brian
__________________________________

THE SEASON

OF

CREATION

IS

HERE!

Last year we observed the new
Season of Creation in September,
within the Season after Pentecost, for
the first time here at Bloordale, and
this year we’ve unveiled new banners,
and observe a special theme each of
the four Sundays from September 8th
to 29th, as Part of the Year C Wisdom
series shared by churches around the world, as
follows: Oceans or Water, Fauna and Flora, Storm,
and Cosmos. We’ve also changed our liturgical
colour to orange, and many have already entered
into the bright mood of the season by wearing
something orange to worship!
This Season is part of the regular worship cycle of
millions of Christians around the world which
starts each year with Advent in late November,
and continues through Christmas and Epiphany,
and Lent, Easter and Pentecost. Each Season and
special day of the year has its colours and mood,
as we follow the birth, youth, ministry of teaching
and healing, passion, death and resurrection of
Jesus.
__________________________________

FAITH FORMATION
OPPORTUNITIES

AND

LEARNING

Faith Questions 101
Do you have questions about God, faith, the
Bible, or anything else? Brian would like to
know what you’d like to learn about, and will be
starting occasional study sessions after church in
the fall based on your questions, called
“Everything You’ve Always Wanted to Ask a
Minister!”
Speak to Brian, or put some
questions in writing and give them to him, and
then stay tuned for when a session will be held.
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STEWARDSHIP SPOT
“Stewardship is everything I do after I say ‘I
believe’.”
The Charitable Reflex
Canadians are generally a rather reserved bunch.
We don’t really believe in anything too much – it’s
almost bad taste to have a serious conviction
except for a hockey allegiance. So when we sing
“O Canada,” even then we’re typically subdued –
though my two daughters used to shrink a little
beside me at public events which involved singing
the national anthem, as I’d belt it out just for fun!
Making allowance for our northern skepticism, “O
Canada” is still in line with most patriotic and even
imperial nationalist songs, featuring images of
“glowing hearts,” of standing “on guard for thee,”
of militaristic prowess and unshakeable courage.
In contrast, our brothers and sisters from Quebec
have set a new tone to their nationalist
aspirations, in the now famous “unofficial” national
anthem of Quebec, “Gens du pays,” sung by
thousands on June 24th, Saint-Jean-Baptiste Day.
The song has fired the imagination of Quebeckers’
cultural renaissance and is so respected and
revered that it is now used as a traditional
birthday jingle. Where you expect a rallying cry
for independence, there is a countercultural
statement of national purpose in words that speak
about love. What a novel, gentle approach to
national identity! Imagine what it would mean if
we were recognized as a community of lovers!
Human beings long to love and be generous, and
respond to the pain of others by giving of
themselves.
On September 11th I sang with
others at a 9/11 Memorial Observance, and the
sacrifice – a word that means “to make sacred” –
of the ultimate gift of their lives by the brave
firefighters, police and emergency service men
and women who died that day in 2001 helping
others was remembered. After any tragedy of
catastrophic proportion – the Alberta floods of
earlier this year being one of the more recent –
people can be seen to go out of their way to help,
giving of themselves in a way that recognizes our
human connection to one another.
We long and look for a cause, for something in
which to invest our hearts, our souls. We are
made to give, we have a deep need to give, and
giving is part of our psychological and spiritual
makeup. We give because we equate generosity
with hope, and as a people we crave and search
for hope. The human creature is not only homo
sapiens (a being who thinks) but also homo
sperens (a being who hopes), a being living by the
grace of each new anticipated, hoped-for sunrise.

We “live into hope,” as a hymn says, and that
impulse translates into what some call “ethical
agency,” namely the integrity of knowing that
the assurance that our goals correspond to our
actions. We want to feel that we’ve made a
difference in the world.
As Christians we live out our ethical agency by
giving of our time, talent, and treasure to the
cause we believe in, namely the church and its
mission and ministry. We have an innate and
natural desire to actualize our hope by being
generous, by responding genuinely to the love
we’ve been shown by God our Maker. When
freed from the false guilt we lay on it because of
our institutional insecurity, giving is actually a
natural act. Let’s recognize this charitable reflex
we all know and feel, and encourage each other
to offer the best of our lives and resources, as
we live into hope!
Brian
__________________________________

EDGE: A NETWORK FOR MINISTRY

DEVELOPMENT
EDGE: A Network for Ministry
Development, is a new national
United Church Network which
nurtures and explores fresh and
renewing expressions of faith
and ministry for all parts of the
church. EDGE is working with
congregations, church members,
leaders, and communities in a variety of areas,
split
into
Human
Help,
Learning
and
Transformation:
Human Help includes consultants for on-site
work with ministries, coaches for one-on-one
mentoring,
facilitated
peer
learning,
transformation circles, dial-a-consult for quick
and easy video conference help on site, etc.
Learning includes Webinars, vision days, events,
videos, etc.
Transformation includes Webinars, Culture Shift
Events, Workshops, Core Courses on new and
renewing ministries, Leadership and Ministry
Assessment Tools, etc.
While the above description may sound like a lot
of talking, EDGE is quite practical as well. For
instance, it has leveraged the national buying
power of thousands of congregations across the
country to create Buying United, a program that
seeks discount agreements with major suppliers
of products most churches use, from energy to
paper. We’ve saved hundreds of dollars already
through this program, primarily by receiving
discounts at Staples for paper and copying.
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And a new program for EDGE is the creation of a
Property Resource Team, which, through
agreements with nationally and/or regionally
based real estate companies and others who
specialize in property redevelopment, provides
consultants to help congregations dream and
vision how to live into new mission by leveraging
and/or redeveloping their property footprint with
willing partners. Bloordale has benefitted from
the advice and ideas of the Property Resource
Team, and the Property Options Task Group will
be receiving an Options Report shortly from an
EDGE consultant, saving us thousands of dollars.
If you go to the United Church website –
www.united-church.ca – and search for the
EDGE webpage, you’ll find a video that explains
EDGE – and Brian is featured in it!

FOR

ALL

What picture, painting, drawing, collage, or
other artwork would you create to illustrate the
United Church Creed? The purpose of this fall’s
UC Creed Art Project is to provide new images
for use in National United Church Mission and
Service resources. One prize of $100.00 will be
awarded to the winner of each of three
categories: child, youth, adult. Entry guidelines
are available from Brian, Hanna, Lisa, or from
Juanita in the office, and the deadline for
submissions is October 1st. Be sure to give our
office your submissions also, and we’ll try and
find a way to use them even if they don’t win the
__________________________________

MOVIE NIGHT

AT

On Tuesday, October 8th at 7 pm in Room 15,
the Council invites anyone who would like to
learn about how we can enhance our ethnic and
intercultural ministries and promote diversity to
a 45 minute open forum with two special guests
from the Intercultural and Diverse Communities
in Ministry Committee of South West Presbytery.
Speak to Brian if you’d like to know more, and
plan on attending to help us become a more
welcoming congregation.
__________________________________

PAINTING

THE

STARS:

Program on Science,
Evolving Faith

__________________________________

UNITED CHURCH CREED ART PROJECT
AGES

COUNCIL HOLDS OPEN FORUM WITH SOUTH
WEST PRESBYTERY INTERCULTURAL MINISTRY
TEAM

BLOORDALE

One Friday a month whoever wants to enjoy a
good movie in the company of others gathers
with Brian in Room 15 at 7 pm to see a feature
film on our new wall-mounted television screen,
snack on munchies, and then have a brief chat
afterwards. It’s great fun, and a great way to
learn together about how our culture explores
issues of faith, ethics, and the mysteries of life
and love. The first movie night was Friday,
September 20th, and the featured movie was
Sicko, a Michael Moore film. The second movie
night will be Friday, October 25th, and the
featured movie will be The Secret Life of Bees,
featuring Queen Latifah and Dakota Fanning.
The third movie night of the fall will be Friday,
November 15th, and if you have a particular
movie you’d like to see then, speak to Brian.
See you at the movies!

A DVD Learning
Religion and an

Beginning Tuesday, October 15th and running for
four consecutive Tuesday evenings, from 7:30 to
9 pm in Room 15, Brian will share clips from a
DVD called Painting the Stars, which celebrates
the union of science and faith. This DVD series,
from the popular Living the Questions series,
explores the promise of evolutionary Christian
spirituality, and features over a dozen leading
progressive faith thinkers, including a few
prominent Canadian United Church ministers.
The format will follow a participation model, and
will include conversation and guided discussion
about the DVD clips and the accompanying
readings. Speak to Brian if you’d like to know
more, and come on the 15th to check it out!
__________________________________

ACCESSIBILITY
An automatic door opener has been installed in
the side door of the Church entrance.
Thanks to an accessibility grant from the United
Church and the Bloordale United Church Women.

Congratulations to
Jean and Art Mosher
on their 60th wedding anniversary
on September 19th.

In Memoriam
Ed Jankus
August 12, 1937 - July 11, 2013
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Oktoberfest in November
Featuring the award winning

Twin City Alpine Echo Band
from Kitchener-Waterloo

A consultant’s report regarding several possible
scenarios for property re-development is due out
by the end of September. We expect to present
these
scenarios,
for
discussion,
to
the
congregation at the semi-annual meeting on
October 27th, 2013.
Any project which we implement, will of course,
have to be approved by the congregation.
Please join us as we explore options to more
readily enable us to sustain our mission and
ministry programs at Bloordale.
If you have any questions about this Task Group’s
work, you may contact Frank Sword (416-6211047) or Julia Stavreff (416-622-6309).
Julia Stavreff and Brian McIntosh
__________________________________

http://twincityalpineecho.ca/

A cabaret style performance, with Oktoberfest
refreshments, food, and dance floor
Saturday, November 9, 2013
at 8:00 pm, (doors open at 7:15)
Bloordale United Church
4258 Bloor St. W., Etobicoke
www.bloordale.ca
Tickets $25, food and refreshments extra
For tickets or information call Nancy 416-620-5377,
or Vanessa 416-358-4504

__________________________________

MATTHEW BARRETT NEW TERRY TAN BOARD
REP
After many years of dedicated service, John
Everett
stepped
down
as
Bloordale’s
representative on Terry Tan’s Board. (Terry Tan is
the day care centre operating in Bloordale United
Church). As Terry Tan’s landlord, we have on
position on their Board.
Our new representative is Matthew Barrett. A
recent graduate of the University of Guelph Humber and a long time Scouter and Scout leader,
Matthew (and his family) have been attending
Bloordale for almost 20 years.
Thanks to John Everett for his many years of
service, and thanks to Matthew Barrett for
volunteering for this position.
__________________________________

UPDATE

ON

PROPERTY OPTIONS TASK GROUP

At our last two congregational meetings
(November 4th, 2012 and February 17th, 2013), we
were introduced to the idea that there may be
some new revenue options available to us
regarding our property here on Bloor Street West.
The Property Options Task Group, set up by
Church Council, has been working for some time
now, to explore ways of securing a stable funding
source for the long term ministry of Bloordale
while at the same time, upholding our vision and
mission and our values of service to the
community. The members of the group are Brian
McIntosh, Frank Sword, Ian Prentice, Jack Lovatt,
Julia Stavreff and Sharron Le Blanc.

PLAN TO ATTEND OUR:
Semi-Annual Congregational Meeting
Sunday October 27, 2013
After worship service
Come for an update on what’s been
happening at Bloordale
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AIRMEN REUNITED AFTER 68 YEARS
The last time Nathan Isaacs and John Mulholland
saw each other, they
were dropping mines
out of a plane into the
waters off Heligoland,
an island north•west of
Germany.
It was 1945. The war
was nearing its close and
the pair flew their 35th and final mission together,
with Isaacs navigating and Mulholland piloting the
craft. Shortly afterward they would part ways as
their respective tours of duty ended.
Sixty-eight years later, a front page Toronto Star
photo brought the two together again in the
recreation room of an Etobicoke seniors residence.
"I could hardly believe it at first. I said, `I've got
that picture,' "says Mulholland, 92.
He phoned his son Monday after he recognized
himself in the picture being held by Isaacs that
shows the pair's Bomber Command crew during the
Second World War. The command is finally being
recognized for its wartime contributions, Isaacs, 91,
drove from his east-end home with a folder full of
pictures to meet his former brother-in-arms
Wednesday. "Goodness. There he is;' said
Mulholland. The men shook hands and embraced,
each looking the other up and down.
"I see you've got the same trouble I have," said
Isaacs, motioning to their hearing aids.
Soon the years disappeared and stories unfolded
as though they had flown together just last week.
The pair first met at Number 1 Manning Depot,
the training grounds in the Horse Palace at
Exhibition Place, when they enlisted in 1944.
“When we signed up, there was quite a number of
us, I got to know a few guys at the training wing
down in Exhibition grounds. We used to say, Gee,
it’ll be great if we can learn to fly at the cost of the
government. And the war will be over by the time
we're trained anyway,' "said Mulholland, laughing.
The war didn't end as quickly as he hoped. After
training, Isaacs and Mulholland went to the Royal
Canadian Air Force base in Aylmer, Ont., where
they worked in the kitchen while awaiting de•
ployment. Before long they were flown to
Yorkshire, England, home of the 427 Lion
Squadron, eventually adopted by film company
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer.
"They got all the air crew into a room and said,
'OK, choose your crew' I said, `Hey John, I'll be
your navigator,'" Isaacs recalled.

"The best navigator
Mulholland.

in

the

squadron,"

said

The duo gathered up five other men to serve as
gunners, an engineer, a wireless operator and a
bomb- aimer.
At 22, Mulholland was the elder on the seven-man
crew. Isaacs, his navigator, was the second-oldest
at 21. The rest of the crew was as young as 18.
Mulholland remembers his first time behind the
stick, when he flew as co-pilot with an experienced
crew before missions with Isaacs.
"When we got back, we counted 18 bullet holes on
the aircraft, but we didn't get them all by any means.
We had a look at a couple and the bullet had gone
through the skin of the aircraft but it didn't have
enough oomph left to go through to the fuel tank,"
Mulholland said.
Isaacs had minimal equipment to help him navigate
treacherous paths. Missions were often flown at night
and low to the ground to avoid detection by enemy
radar. Isaacs and Mulholland would go on to fly 35
missions together in the Bomber Command and, while
they had a couple close calls, made it through the
war.
"I tell you he was an amazing pilot. Absolutely
calm," said Isaacs "You know the language used by
most of them? All he would ever say is 'gosh, gee' —
that was John."
They targeted bridges and munitions factories, and
mined waters to hold off German boats. Throughout
it all, Mulholland stuck to his goshes and gees, even
when they were nearly shot out of the sky "We were
once attacked by fire. (They) hit us with these
cannon shells. They went right through the rear
gunner's turret It pierced our oil lines," said Isaacs.
'John, he just flew into this deep dive and he was
amazing. He was so calm."
The job was notoriously dangerous. Of about 50,000
Canadians who served in Bomber Command, I0,659
were killed. For those who survived, formal
recognition would take years. The Bomber
Command was controversial after the war both
because of the high casualties for Allied forces and
German civilians.
But for Isaacs and Mulholland, the missions always
involved military targets. "When we went in the
briefing room, never did they say, 'You're going to
bomb this particular city," said Isaacs. "They said,
'You're going to bomb munitions plants, bridges,
railroads'."
In part because of this controversy, there were no
honours for most of the members of the Bomber
Command until now.
A few weeks ago the first group received an
award, the Bomber Bar, to commemorate their
time doing one of the most dangerous jobs in the
war.
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OUTREACH

AND

SOCIAL ACTION INITIATIVES

Connecting
With
Congregational Survey

the

Community

We’ve formed a sub-group of the Outreach
Committee called the Connecting with the
Community Task Group, and are undertaking a
number of fact-finding initiatives to help us
shape our outreach and social service ministries
to better meet the needs of the community
around us.
We need your help!
We’ve
developed a simple Congregational Survey to
find out about a) what the needs of the
community really are, and b) what organizations
in the community we should speak to about both
what the needs are and what potential partners
we might work with to meet those needs. The
Survey is a single sheet with just four questions,
would take about 15 – 20 minutes of your time,
and will provide valuable information for our
efforts.
Please ask for one if you haven’t
obtained one yet, and return it to us by
September 29th. Thank you!
United Church
Appeal re: Syria

Statement

and

Special

The United Church this past week issued a
Statement on the conflict in Syria, which has
produced 100,000 dead and 2 million refugees,
calling for an end to the violence, deploring the
use of chemical weapons, and urging the
possibility of a referral to the International
Criminal Court as an alternative to military
intervention. The Statement, along with a letter
dated in May of this year to the Prime Minister
from the leaders of the Canadian Council of
Churches 24 member churches, is available on
the Outreach table near Brian’s office.
In addition the UC has issued a Syrian Refugee
Emergency Appeal to support those uprooted by
the conflict. You may give through your local
envelope, marking your cheque “Syrian Special
Appeal,” or through a special envelope clearly
marked with your name and envelope number.
Petition Regarding
Mining Companies

Regulating

Canadian

The United Church’s Petition to the House of
Commons regarding the regulation of Canadian
mining companies operating abroad has an
approaching deadline of September 30th.
Signed petitions will be presented to the House
of Commons in October. Please stop and sign
the petition, which is available on the Outreach
table near Brian’s office. More information on
this topic is in an article in the June edition of
The United Church Observer, found on the desk
near Juanita’s office.

SOUTH WEST PRESBYTERY CORNER
With this issue of Bloorbeat we begin a new
column about South West Presbytery, the
organizational level in the United Church made up
of clergy and lay representatives of the close to 60
congregations in our region, stretching from
approximately Bathurst in Toronto to Mississauga
and from the Lakeshore in the south to Brampton
in the north. Norman Dundas and Paul Rose are
our two lay reps., along with Brian and Nelsona as
clergy. The Presbytery has a Coordinating Council
and
a
number
of
Committees
and/or
Commissions, and meets 5 times a year as a large
group of about 100 people, overseeing the work of
congregations, and trying to foster and promote
the wider work of the United Church.
Each month in this column we plan to feature the
work of Presbytery from the perspective of each of
our reps., beginning with me, Brian. I have been
the Chairperson of the Social Justice and World
Affairs Committee of South West Presbytery for 5
years, and have an active group of about 7 people
who work with me on various issues and
initiatives, ranging from aboriginal reconciliation
work to climate change or poverty reduction, from
Palestinian solidarity to mining justice. I belong to
various groups as a representative of the
Committee, including Kairos Toronto West, the
Social Justice Network of Ontario Conferences
(SJNOC), the United Network for a Just Peace in
Palestine and Israel (UNJPPI), and a group that
has planned various Truth and Reconciliation
Commission regional events in the Toronto area.
A brochure about our work as a Committee is
available on the Outreach table in the sanctuary
(or just ask Brian).
South
West
Presbytery
has
numerous
Committees, including an Intercultural and
Diverse Communities group that works on
broadening our understanding of diversity, and
supports the work of the 9 (of 11 within Toronto
Conference) ethnic ministry congregations who
undertake their mission in our region.
They
offered a useful diversity workshop at the
Presbytery meeting earlier this year, and I’ve
arranged for 2 people from this Committee to be
at Bloordale on Tuesday, October 8th from 7:15
to 8 pm to recreate this brief Intercultural
Diversity Workshop for our Council and for
anyone from the congregation who would like to
learn more about how we can show hospitality to
the diverse communities around us.
If you ever have any questions about Presbytery,
don’t hesitate to call one of us and ask.
Brian
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SUNDAY SCHOOL

OUTREACH

Welcome back everyone! I'm looking forward to
another wonderful year together. We have lots to
look forward to this fall and I'm anxious to get
started. A note to parents, that I would like to
have new Sunday School Registration Forms filled
out with up to date information, completed within
the next few weeks.
We are currently working on renewing our library
and have some wonderful children/youth books
that you might consider borrowing. Stay tuned for
more information with regards to this in the
coming weeks.
Happy to be back,

SOCIAL ACTION CHAIR
CO-CHAIRS NEEDED
AND

OR

After quite a number of years in faithful
leadership, for which we owe them a debt of
thanks, Shirley Scott and Jill Donaghy have
stepped down from Co-chairing the Outreach &
Social Action Cte.
We therefore wish to direct your prayers and
discernment to who among us might be called
to such an important ministry as Chair or CoChair of Outreach.
Consider your gifts and willingness, and speak
to Brian if you would like to know more about
the work of this Committee.

Lisa
__________________________________

“THANK YOU, RALPH!”

__________________________________

- Nelsona Dundas

Imagine my surprise on coming to church June
23rd and finding several BIG cardboard boxes
(the kind you might bring your groceries home
in) sitting on the back table where normally the
pop tabs are left.

FOR SALE
Yamaha Portatone PSR-510 keyboard
featuring:
· 48-key keyboard with touch adjustment

and tuning;

Upon opening the boxes, it was quickly
determined they all contained pop tabs! WOW!

· octave shift and transposition (up to 12

Once home, I discovered further the boxes were
filled with ever so many smaller bags of various
sizes with many of them marked, in different
handwriting, “For Ralph”.

· recording capabilities;

Weighing 53.5 lbs. (sorry, no metric scale
here), Ralph, I think has all Sudbury collecting
pop tabs for wheelchairs!

· 99 different styles and much more.

Ralph, by the way, is Rev. Brian’s brother and
when he heard about the Legion programme,
happily (and very successfully!) spread the news
to friends and family.

semitones);
· pre-set intros and auto accompaniment;

128 voices;
Comes with stand; AC power adapter cable;
head phones and Owner’s Guide. Original
price: $1,000. Asking: Best offer.
For further information, please call:
Stewart Scharf
905-272-3549.

By the way, anyone can apply for a wheelchair,
although the needs of a Veteran will be
considered first.

__________________________________

To Ralph and Friends... many, MANY thanks!
Over the summer, Bloordale added a further
2.25 lbs. Thank you all!

FINANCIAL UPDATE

Your efforts are much appreciated especially by
those who, because of you, have received a new
wheelchair all their own!
PS: The plastic clips on bread bags are no
longer being collected.
Please recycle
these. (Now, how can we beat Ralph....)
__________________________________

As of August 31
Local Contributions
Budget

$96,000

Actual

$87,248

Shortfall

$ -8,752
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MUST-READ BOOKS
Each of these will hold you spellbound! Nelsona Dundas
About the onset of Alzheimer’s Disease... “Still
Alice”, by Lisa Genova.
Simon & Schuster
Paperbacks. Alice is proud of the life she worked
so hard to build. At fifty, she’s a cognitive
psychology professor and a world-renowned
expert in linguistics with a successful husband
and three grown children. When she becomes
increasingly disoriented and forgetful, a tragic
diagnosis changes her life forever. “Still Alice” is
a moving and vivid depiction of life with earlyonset Alzheimer’s disease and is the only book
to be endorsed by the National Alzheimer’s
Association.
Genova holds a Ph.D. in
neuroscience from Harvard University.
(With
thanks to Bev Moher for bringing this book to my
attention.)

About heaven...
“Heaven is for Real” A
Little Boy’s Astounding Story of His Trip to
Heaven and Back by Todd Burpo, with Lynn
Vincent. Publisher: Thomas Nelson.
When
Colton Burpo made it through an emergency
appendectomy, his family was overjoyed at his
miraculous survival.
What they weren’t
expecting, was the story that emerged
afterwards. Not yet four, Colton tells his parents
how he left his body during the surgery and
describes exactly what they were doing in
another part of the hospital; how he visited
heaven astonishing his parents with descriptions
and obscure details found in the Bible though he
has not yet learned to read. He also talks about
events that happened before he was born.
(With thanks to Mary Alton-Mackey for sharing
this very special story and prompting me to read
further.)

“Waking Up In Heaven” A True Story of
Brokenness, Heaven, and Life Again by Crystal
McVea and Alex Tresniowski. Publisher: Howard
Books. Crystal was a thirty-two-year-old mother
of four when she was hospitalized and while
there, stopped breathing for nine minutes. For
most of her broken life, she felt utterly beyond
the reach of God until that fateful day that
changed every-thing. “Waking Up in Heaven”
invites readers on a journey to witness the
relentless pursuit of God in a life that was
shattered and seemingly beyond hope. It is an
awe-inspiring account of love, forgiveness,
redemption and the healing power of God’s
presence.

“Proof of Heaven” A Neurosurgeon’s Journey
into the Afterlife by Eben Alexander, M.D.
Publisher:
Simon & Schuster Paperbacks
Thousands of people have had near-death
experiences, but scientists have argued that they
are impossible. The author was one of those
scientists.
A highly trained neurosurgeon, Dr.
Eben Alexander knew that “NDEs” feel real, but
are simply fantasies produced by brains under
extreme stress. Then, his own brain was attacked
by a rare illness and for seven days he lay in a
coma. Though Alexander’s recovery is a medical
miracle, the real miracle lies elsewhere. While his
body lay in coma, he journeyed beyond this world
and encountered an angelic being who guided him
into the deepest realms of super-physical
existence. There he met, and spoke with, the
Divine source of the universe itself. Before his
journey, Alexander could not reconcile his
knowledge of neuroscience with any belief in
heaven, God, or the soul. Today, he feels called
to tell everyone about his experience. (CBC radio
has interviewed Dr. Alexander.)
__________________________________

BLOORBEAT PUBLICATION SCHEDULE
Following is the publication schedule and the
deadlines for submissions for upcoming issues
through May 2014.
Publication
Date

Submission
Deadline
2013

November 17

November 9
2014

January 19
March 23
May 11

January 11
March 15
May 3

__________________________________
Bloorbeat is published 5 times a year by
the Communications Committee of
Bloordale United Church
4258 Bloor St. W.
Etobicoke ON M9C 1Z7
(416) 621-1710
Email: bloordale@bellnet.ca
Website: www.bloordale.ca
Committee Chair
Editor
Distribution Coordinators

John Pauksens
Norman Dundas
Joan Hollowell
Shirley Scott
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BLOORBEAT ADVERTISING
Would you like to advertise your business in Bloorbeat? Prices per issue of Bloorbeat
are :
Business card size
¼ page size
½ page size

$ 20
$ 40
$ 70

To advertise, please call John Pauksens, 416-622-6309
or email pauksenj@rogers.com

